Bitcoiners call for PUD to change high-density rate proposal

WENATCHEE — The Chelan County PUD has proposed to charge a specific group of very-high-energy-use customers more than it charges anyone else to preserve...
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David Milne Why should average joe foot higher energy rates for bitcoin farms and Data centers. Maybe they need to invest in alternative power sources like solar or wind power.

6 · January 14 at 7:43pm

Dick Johnson They (Bitcoin & Data Centers) came here because of the cheap power, then they tried for more tax breaks, screw them! There making money just not the killing they want! Cry me a river, you greedy SOB's!

1 · January 14 at 8:28pm

Laurel Taylor But let's not forget they employ people in the area

2 · January 15 at 6:45am

Laurel Taylor What about the pot farms that have opened up in the valley

1 · January 15 at 8:48am